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THE SOURCE OF THE CHRISTIAN'S STRENGTH
J. B. McBride
The source of the Christian's
strength lies not in any human energy, fortification, or human gift, but
solely in the power of the Lord. We
are so apt to become self-confident, to
rest in our own strength, or natural
gifts, and resources, that we are in
danger of getting into the self-life,
and leaving God out of our plans.
Then it is that we are unconsciously
shorn of our strength, and, like Samson, we never find it out until we
have to "shake ourselves," and endeavor to cope with the enemy. To
our surprise we are found to be helpless in the hands of our foe.
There is no power in the realm of
the human, that can withstand the
strength of the enemy of the soul;
but, thank God, there is a source to
which the Christian can look and find
strength to withstand the powers of
hell. "The Lord is my light, and my
salvation; whom shall I fear? the
Lord is the strength of my life; of
whom shall I be afraid? When the
wicked, even mine enemies and my
foes, came upon me to eat up my'
flesh, they stumbled and fell. Though
an host should encamp against me,
my heart shall not fear: though war
should rise against me, in this will I
be confident. One thing have I desired of the Lord, that will I seek after ; that I may dewell in the house of
the Lord all the days of my life, to
behold the beauty of the Lord, and to
enquire in his temple. For in the
time of trouble he shall hide me in

his pavilion: in the secret of his tabernacle shall he hide me; he shall
set me upon a rock."—Psa. 27: 15.
Our strength is in the Lord. "The
joy of the Lord is my strength." In
this world there are ten thousand
things to test the strength of our
love, and fidelity to God, and unless
we have something more than earthly
endowment, and acquired equipment,
we will fail to stand and be "more
than conquerors" in the hour of
temptation and trial. If we were to
look at the human—talented, trained,
schooled in all the arts of earthly
profession, with a giant mind, and a
fautless body—we would say, "There
is one who can stand the storms of
life, and cope with the enemy of the
soul." But alas, when the sorest trial,
and the severest test comes, and the
winds of the world beat hard against
him, and he, like a beautiful house
without a substantial foundation under it, topples, and falls, and great
is the fall! Our faith is weakened,
and we are made to wonder if there
is- anyone that we can count on to
be able to stand the storms of life,
and hold on his way. Human structures, without God, no matter how
seemingly beautiful, and strongly
built, must crumble and fall before
the furious storms of the world, and.
hell. But praise God, we read, "Grea^
ter is he that is in you, than he that
is in the world." God is our strength
and our fortress, our high tower, and
our shelter in time of storm. The

Christian's source of strength is in
God, and he is a-never-failing supply.
In times of severest test, we can lean
upon the bossom like John the beloved Disciple, pillowed his head upon, and find that His heart beats
warm with love, and a tender feeling
for us, and that He will impart to
us His own strength, and will enable us to conquer the seas that are
fraught with storms of evil; and after all is over, we can say, "Glory to
God, who giveth me strength!"
These are times that try the hearts
of men; so often we see some strong
man or woman, whom we thought
would stand no matter where they
were placed in the fight for eternal
life, fall before the giant archenemy
of the empire of darkness, and become a victim, and a prey to hell's
king of terror, and night of despair.
The blow all but crushed us, and it
would have, if we were looking only
at the strength of the human; but
thank God, we look away to "Him
who suffered such contradiction of
sinners against himself," and then
our courage is strengthened, our faith
is confirmed more in the Divine, and
our spirits are revived, and onward
we march in the strength of our God!
Young man, or woman, you may be
a graduate from earth's best university, you may possess talents that
number ten, may be listed among
earth's brilliant, and you may have
the appearance of a durable structure; but do not be deceived. Un-
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PROGRAM FOR TENT SESSIONS AT CONFERENCE

NOTICE
Time of opening of General Conference of 1928, at Thomas, Oklahoma.
Whereas, the Church at Thomas,
Oklahoma, where General Conference
of 1928, of the Brthehern in Christ
Church, is to conveve, have appealed
to the General Executive Board, to
have Conference convene at that
place, not later than May 30, 1928,
stating that one week later is likely
to bring it into the midst of their harvest and thus making it very difficult and burdensome to properly entertain the Conference attendants;
and whereas, the General Executive
Board after corresponding with various church institutions and traffic
agents finds no justifitable reasons to
refuse the request of the Church in
Oklahoma, and whereas, Constitution
and By Laws, under Article 16,
Section 3, Page 41, definitely states
that the opening date of Conference
may be varied from the third Thursday of May to the second Thursday
of June in order to best accommodate
the district holding Conference, etc.
Therefore, Resolved that the General Executive Board hereby directs
that Conference of 1928, convene at
Thomas, Oklahoma, on Thursday,
May 31, 1928.
Signed, General Executive Board
Brethern in Christ Church
per Secretary.

9:00
10:00
10:30
2:00
7:30

Friday, June 1st
a.m. Social Service.
a.m. Children's Meeting.
a.m. Bible Topic: "The World and Its Sin
p. m Bible Topic: "Non-resistance"
p.m. Evangelistic

9:00
10:00
10:30
2:00
3:00
7:30

a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

Saturday, June 2nd
Social Service.
Children's Meeting.
Bible Topic: "The World and Its Condemnation"
Mothers' Meeting.
Bible Topic: "Christian Marriage"
Evangelistic

Emmanuel Rohrer
C. C. Burkholder
Eld. Ray I. Witter

Sunday, June 3
9:00 a.m. Social Service.
9:30 a.m. Ministers Session.
(a) "The need of reinforcing the ministry before the retiring of the present staff"
Bish. O. B. Ulery
(b) "Co-operation between the older and younger ministry"
Bish. H. B. Hoffer
10:30 a.m. General Discussion in charge of Eld. Eli M. Engle.
2:00 p.m. Social Service.
2:30 p.m. Foreign Missionary Meeting
0:45 p.m. Social Service.
7:00 p. m. Evangelistic
Ray I. Witter
9:00
9:30
10:00
2:00
2:30
7:30

a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

Monday, June 4
Social Service.
Childrens' Meeting.
The World and Its Destruction
Social Service.
Secret Societies
Evangelistic

Geo. E. Whisler,
Harry Crider
Eld. Ray I. Witter

MONDAY EVENING IN CHURCH
Ministerial Meeting
The Ideal Official Staff as Composed of—
1. The God-called Bishop
2.

The God-called Minister

3.

The God-called Deacon

Eld. I. W. Musser
(Alt.) Eld. D. W. Heise.
Bish. H. K. Kreider
(Alt.) Bish. M. G. Engle
Eld. Jesse R. Eyster
(Alt.) Bish. Isaac Swalm

Committee:
W. H. BOYER, Chairman,
WILBER SNIDER, Asst. Chairman
E. J. SWALM, Secretary.

NOTICE
Please send all articles for consideration at Pennsyuvania State CounThe Christian must draw his
cil, names of delegates, financial and strength from God, if he would stand
general reports to the State Secre- the years of conflict, and battle, and
tary not later than March 15th.
storm, and shine more brightly in
J. H. Martin
the hour when his sun is setting,
Lancaster, Pennsylvania. R. R. No.2 than when first he took his stand for
Christ. In fact, the sun of the real
Christian
never sets only to mortal
less you have the unseen strength and
eyes, it just passes beyond the line
character that comes from the Chrisof worlds to shine on forever in the
tian's Source of strength, your fall
splendors of the world of glory.
is inevitable. How weak, how frail,
"Thy sun shall go down no more."
how mortal you are, only endowed
with earth's culture, and human paraphernalia! "Let him thinketh he
standeth take heed lest he fall."

C. N. Hostetter, Jr.
John Nigh
Eld. Ray I. Witter

"Who gave Himself for our sins,
that He might deliver us from this
present evil world, according to the
will of God, the Father."—Gal. 1:4.

WATCH THE NEXT
NUMBER FOR SPECIAL
OFFER TO SUNDAY
SCHOOLS.

We can do it and we will.—Samuel
B. Capen.
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THE MIDNIGHT

CONTRIBUTIONS
HE'S JUST

THE SAME

TO-DAY

Yes there is a solution for the present day Young People's Problem, of
That God answers prayer to-day as which we hear so much comment
He did in days of yore is a firm from both pulpit and press. Let fatconviction with us who have been hers and mothers get Heaven's fire
permitted to witness the workings in their souls and then pray down
of His Holly Spirit in convincing, that same fire upon their wayward
convicting and cleansing power. We sons and daughters, get them to realhave had one of the most unusual ly pray thru until believing is easy
revivals Southern Ohio has witnessed and the victory comes. Our God hears
for many years and all because, He and answers prayer.
to whom we are earnestly prayed, is
When Bro. Brehm, of Hummelsunchanging in His constancy toward
town Pa. left Miami district after
those who cry unto Him. A revival
is not only possible but it is inevi- four weeks of presistent preaching
table if real prayer is offered, for our backed by the same kind of praying
God, whose we are and we serve we could say of a truth, "The Lord
hears our petitions if we persist in hath done great things for us wherepresenting them in faith believing, of we are glad." Some one said there
doubting nothing too hard for His were 83 souls sought and found God
power to accomplish.
as their satisfying portion and there
is
no reason to doubt the statement
Each evening for a half hour
proir to the service earnest prayer although we were kept too busy helpwas engaged in by those who could ing pray souls thru, to keep accurate
come early enough and many were count. Sometimes the altar was too
the secret places in the community short and had to be lengthened by
from which God was besieged with adding chairs to which penitient
prayer thruout the day. Could those seekers could bow. And such times
who were out of touch with the Lord
of rejoicing as we did have! Never
resist such a spiritual bombardment?
to be forgotten are some of those
They could not. Fathers, mothers,
young people and children were ear- midnight and morning hours when
nest in their indiffedence, coldness, Heaven answered. There was a litformality and sin; filled with His tle less sleep, and a little less earthly
Holy Spirit, or made new creatures eat, but it was abundantly repaid
in Jesus Christ, whatever their needs in heavenly meat. That of which the
may have been. Household salvation Master said to His unbelieving disis now a reality in many families.
ciples "Ye know not of."
Especially do we rejoice in the
Do we believe that God answers
thorough work that was done in the prayer today? We do. And we most
hearts of our young people, some of sincerely entreat you to join us in
whom we feared were so far away continued prayer that the victories
from God that it would be impos- won may be held and greater ones
sible to draw their affections from gained for.the work is not yet finthe world. Thanks be unto God for ished. While sin lives unvanquished
His unspeakable gift for He satis- and death rules the world. "We must
fieth both young and old. Now we continue the battle and herald the
hear them singing:
"Old Story" wherever man is found.
Glory to God in the Highest for He
"No more thirsting for life,s
does come down to live among men
pleasures,
when they allow Him to make their
Its adoring rich and gay;
We have found a richer treasure, bodies fit temples in which He may
dwell."—Cor.
One that fadeth not away."

CRY

We have before us a few words,
that should indeed send an awakening thrill over the people of the present age.
When we realize the pace the world
is travelling to-day, and catch a
glimpse of her pace perhaps a centry
ago, we see not only the wickedness,
but intense blindness, and carelessness of the parents, who seemingly
do not realize the responsible position in which they are placed. They
are given children to bring up in the
nuture and admonition of the Lord,
that when they become men and women, they should not depart from the
way.
People scarcely have time to think.
Is this the case? Or should I say they
do not want to think. Their hearts
are so wrapped up in making money,
and things that are trifling, instead
of preparing to meet their God. Modernism is being broadcasted world
wide. Never! has this world been
stuped in Frivolity, and Heathendom
since the flood as it is to-day.
Matthew declares, "As in the days
of Noe, so shall also the coming of
the Son of Man be. For, as in the
days that were before the flood, they
were eating and drinking, marrying and giving in marriage, until the
day that Noe entered into the ark,
and they knew not until the flood
came, and took them all away, again
so shall the coming of the Son of
Man be. They too, had not realized
the danger they were in."
Shall we in this enlighted age, with
the Gospel all around us, be found
in the same rut? Are we awake to
the fact, that time will soon be no
more? What is done, will be done for
Eternity.
In Matthew, 25th chapter, 5th and
6th verses we have: "While the
Bridegroom tarried they all slumbered and slep. Truly people aire,
sleeping to-day. But, at Midnight, at
the darkest hour, a cry went forth.
Behold the Bridegroom cometh, go
ye out to meet him, Yes the cry is
gone forth, the Bridegroom is coming:" Are you going out to meet
him? Will you be asking oil of others

Page Four
instead of having oil of your own?
Come let us trim our lamps, that they
may shine brighter in this Midnight
hour.
Wilmot Milne
GRANTHAM

NOTES

For some weeks we had been looking forward to our annual revival
and Bible Conference, praying that
God would visit us in power. Then
on January 8, Bro. Henry W. Landis
came to begin the meetings. Almost
from the first the blessed Holy Ghost
was present in convicting power.
From the very first, supreme emphasis was placed upon the need for
searching of their hearts on the part
of believers. Prayer was stressed
as being the fundamental requisite
for the bringing on of a real revival.
During the first week of the meeting many sought God at the altar of
prayer for sanctification and victory in their lives. When the Bible
Conference began, with the second
week of the revival, increased interest was manifest. There was scarcely
a night of this week that did not see
at least a score of souls at the altar
and several nights more than forty
were seeking God. In addition to
those who came out in the open service, a number prayed through to
victory in the evening prayer-meetings and in groups during the day.
The last Sunday evening of Bible
Conference the presence of God was
so wonderfully felt that Bro. Landis
brought no message lest he should
hinder the wonder-working power of
the Spirit. When he gave the invitation, souls flocked to the altar, some
being so heavily convicted that they
could not stand upon their feet.
Often in the past we have experienced a great change toward the
ordinary routine as soon as Bible
Conference closed but not so this
year. Monday was a day of earnest
prayer. All day long the sound of
pleading voices could be heard and
many students found victory on this
day. As the meetings continued for
several more days, the Spirit also
continued to manifest Himself in con-
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victing power. The Tuesday morning
chapel service saw a remarkable
demonstration of the presence of the
Spirit. The entire student body remained on their knees, crying to God
for more than an hour.
As for results in numbers, we cannot give a definite report. Something
like a dozen souls from the community were saved. Many members
were sanctified. Almost every student in the school was either saved or
sanctified and some experienced both
works of grace. A number of the
teachers were filled with the Holy
Ghost.
Our prayer is that the revival spirit may continue indefinitely and
that those who did not yield to the
voice that spoke to them during the
meetings may yet be constrained to
seek until they find the satisfying
portion. And we pray earnestly that
God may continue to have His way
with those who yielded to Him. If
He does, the farthermost places of
human habitations may feel the effects of this meeting.
We can say, without qualification,
that this was the greatest meeting
that Grantham has had since 1913
The church is awake to its responsibilites toward those who stepped toward God during the meeting and is
making plans to give them all encouragement and help that it can.
* * * *
Bible Conference began this year
with a very good manifestation of an
interest that increased during the
week. More people attended this year
than ever attended a Conference held
here. It may be that the unsually
good weather of the week accounts
for this—at least in part it does.
However, the program was an interesting one. The topics for discussion were both general and particular
in nature. Perhaps the series that
meant most to the hearers, both
from the stardpoint of teaching and
from that of personal experience was
the series of talks on Jesus and His
Work given by Bro. C. N. Hostetter,
Jr. One of the outstanding days was
Tuesday, or Ministerial Day. On that
day the most impressive incident of

Bible Conference occurred when all
the ministers present, to the number
of about thirty-five, knelt at the altar
and consecrated themselves anew to
the service of God.
The last Sunday, or Missionary
Day, was also a day of special interest. On this day three of our missionaries who have spent many years
in service in Africa spoke on the subject of Service. Bro. C. N. Hostetter,
Sr. told of the call of the field, emphasizing the need at home and
abroad. In response to a call as to
who would be willing to give his
life in definite service to God, either
in the home or the foreign mission
field, twenty-four persons stood to
signify their consecration to definite
service for God and souls.
THE JOY OF A
SURRENDERED
LIFE
"Oh' the joy of sins forgiven
Oh' the bliss the blood washed know
Oh' the peace akin the heaven
Where the healing waters flow."
I remember the time in my life
when my desires were althogether
selfish. I thought of the things I desired and tried to obtain them. I
found no peace in trying to obtain
them and no peace in the possession
of them. When Jesus became my personal Savior He changed things. He
came into my life and thoughts and
desires were turned toward him and
for him. What would He have me to
be and do? What work was there in
His vineyard for me? I remember
one time while scrubbing the kitchen
floor my heart responded to the call
of God to labor for Him in some way.
I made use of every opportunity and
went where I thought I would receive
encouragement.
One of the joyous periods in my
life was when I surrendered my life
to God. I consecrated my life to God
for as long as I live according to
Romans 12, 1-2. This act meant
something to me to abandon my will
to His will. Oh! could we see His
loving kindness in bringing us to
the peace where we belong. By His
grace I presented the sacrifice and
He witnessed the acceptance which
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witness filled my heart with joy.
Another period was when I realized the meaning of the words of
Jesus when He said, "The harvest
truly is plenteous, but the laborers
are few."
"Pray ye therefore that the Lord
of the Harvest will send forth laborers into His haarvest." I obeyed
the command and prayed and the
needy harvest field came before me
and like Isaiah, I said, "Here am I
Lord, send me," He answered "Go
ye."
The joy of that time I shall never
forget When we arrived "at the
front' there was a fierce foe to face
but our Captain led the way—Where
He bads it safe to follow.
The times of burdens or joys cannot all be named, but mission work
is not all joy.
Often when we hear consecrations
being made we hear for sacrifice or
service. Have you ever tho't Sacraifice is service and service is sacrifice. An illustration of this in our
Blessed Example. He left His home
in glory and came as our Savior. As
a babe His life was sought by the
King. All His earth life He sacrificed until the last great sacrifice.
He wept often and then also see the
anguish He bore in Gethsemane.
In Matt. 17, we have Peter, James
and John seeing and hearing wonderful things from God. They thought
this peace a nice peace to abide. But
there was work for them to do.
In Psalm 126 They that sow in
tears shall reap in joy.
In the late war many young men
came home from France filled with
the horrors and of the battle field
and broken in health. When Missionaries come home from foreign lands
they are not the same as when they
went to the field. Why? The burden
is resting upon their souls. Home has
many desirable comforts but leave all
to follow Him. We are living in
a selfish age. No money is sent to
missionaries, few volunteers go. Is
this pleasing to God? Many hate to
leave home and live a life of sacrifice but there is where the joy is obtainable in service.

May God let His burden fall upon ACCEPTING
THE
INEVITABLE
AND MORE
hearts that would be willing to find
joy in the surrendered life.
Bishop Hall says: "A man under
Reported by—Ruth Taylor
God's affliction is like a bird in a net;
THE FASHIONS OF THE WORLD the more he striveth, the more he is
entangled. God's decree can not be
In speaking of the fashions of the eluded with impatience. What I can
world, we have in mind the customes, not afford, I will learn to bear."
pleasures, dress, pastimes and rounds
We think another figure illustrates
of enjoyments of that unregenerated the same truth. It is this: Since the
mass of hunmanity, that vast aggre- condition in which the child of God
gation of human beings who are in finds himself is either sent or permitrebellion against God, who trample ted by God, to strive against the inupon his commandments, reject the evitable is like a bird in a cage; the
Christ who has offered them salva- more he dashes himself against his
tion, who live in sin, who delude and cage, the more he gets bruised.
entertain themselves on their way to
Paul in prison refused to consider
death and judgment with those things
himself the prisioner of the Roman
which bring them a degree of amusement and pastime as they hurry for- Emperor. He called himself "the
prisoner of Jesus Christ." He acward unprepared to eternity.
cepted the fact that the Lord allowed
* * * *
him to be a prisoner for his own
Just at this time there is no one glory, the benefit of the cause, and for
thing in which the worldly spirit as- Paul's good.
serts itself more constantly and more Madame Guyon in her song sang:
objectionably to the Lord's people
"A little bird am I
than in the matter of indecent and
suggestive dress. There has not been
Shut out from fields of air;
a time in history of this nation when
But in my cage I sit and sing
dress has reached such a high tide
To him who placed me there,
of extravagance and immodesty as
Well pleased a prisoner to be
at the present time. It is singular
Since, 0 my God, it please thee.
that the Church of God should permit a godless, extravagant and imTo repine and fret at the inevitmodest world to dictate to it in the
able
shows that we are not entirely
matter of dress.
consecrated to God. Entire consecration means to suffer what God perNo person can enter Heaven with- mits as well as to do what God wants
out Holiness, and no holy man or wo- us to do.
man can be fashioned in the sense •
We have known those who in the
that pattern after the vanity and indecency that characterize our times hard places of life have said, "I subin the matter of dress. We are some- mit to the inevitable," who fell short
times suprised and grieved to see even then. The ancient Stoics did
mothers who are supposed to be that.
Christians, intelligent and God-fearThere is something beyond that.
ing, surrendering to the fashions and We may not only accept it. But it
dressing their daughters with the in- is better yet not to fail to get all of
decency that once was entirely re- grace that we can have, for it is still
legated to fallen and outcast women. true that "all things work together
Not infrequently we find women for good to those who love God," and
claiming a high state of grace and, at "the steps of a good man are ordered
the same time, dressing in extreme, of the Lord." So, while we accept
fashionable and extravagant man- the inevitablle it is our privilege to
ner, not only so, but certainly at least accept great installments of grace
suggestive of immodesty.—Selected. with it.
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REPORTS
BETHEL MISSION SYLVATUS, VA.
Greetings to all in Jesus' name:
Today it is winter with us of the south,
but tomorrow it may be again like spring,
warm enough to have the doors open, so are
our weather conditions here, but we praise
God not so our spiritual condition. The
winds and storms come naturally and spiritually, and through the recent storms the
Mission has felt the current hard. We are
made to praise God that naturally we have
been spared and all things here, though
some buildings and things near here were
blown over and, too, we are made to praise
God that through the spiritual storms that
have buffeted God's work He is protecting
and caring for His own as if it were on the
solid foundation. As the recent wind storm
caused some damage near us our oldest boy,
five, said that surely those folks' building
was on a sandy foundation. We praise God
for the Rock, Christ Jesus.
Many days in the morning a neighbor
child will call in, "May I take a book to
read," or something similar and at night
going home from school, others call in for
books to read. One little girl just recently called here for more to read and would
soon bring the other back, but mamma
wanted to finish reading it to one of the
younger children. We praise God through
the help of a few, we have some more good
books to lend and trust yet for many more.
Sr. Iola Dixon recently helped us out much
in this. We appreciate this very much.
I wish the Church at large could have
just looked into Bethel Mission Xmas day
if it had not been possible for them to have
come in and enjoyed the day with us. First
we had great reason to praise God, it was
a beautiful day. The children had had their
Christmas things Saturday, and were eager
for the coming of our little congregation for
we were all gathered together for Christmas dinner here at the Mission. All our
members were with us and with the children there were fourteen of us, praise God a
whole congregation joined together with joy
and peace and love through the Blood. Our
hearts truly knit together in love. It may
sound small in number but praise God we
were one in Him and are, and God is with
us.
After dinner at the mission, we then went
over to the Chapel where many more gathered in and there we had the Christmas
message and some of the children spoke
pieces they had learned for that day. After
these things Testaments were given and
as we had a few left the opportunity was
given to any that really wanted one to read
they could have one and it was good to see
those that wanted one. The children were
then given their treat of candy, orange and
jello (something not much used in this
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country.) It was truly a happy Christmas
day. Forty-eight of us in the Chapel.
Today has been spent in the Lord's service regardless of snow. One of us from
here walked to our appointment at Grassy
Creek or to arrange for another Sunday
there and they wished preaching even
though it was their Sunday School time, so
the message was given by God's help, and
arrangements made for a Sunday there each
month as usual, only on the second Sunday
instead of the third. Hungry souls are there
eager for the truth. Pray for them.

others out and Baby Philip who snuggles
under those cozy covers with pleasure while
we look on with true thankfulness. The
Hope, Kans., Sewing Circle are preparing
things for us beyond anything we could
have thought of, so we hear by mail, so
truly we have great reason to praise God
and press the battle on.
No less do we feel to thank each one who
have so kindly and liberally helped Bethel
these past two months with offerings to pay
expenses that have had to come regardless
of our laboring daily to keep all possible
expense down.
Personally our little boys would say, if
they could better understand, we thank you
all of the church who have so kindly made
this our happiest Christmas on the Home
Mission field, in the hills far away from
others of like precious faith and loved ones
dear in Virginia.
Keep praying that the work God has begun will continue on, on, on to continued
victory and the winning of many precious
souls.
Bible Fund
Ella Bosler $ 1 ; Bro. and Sr. E. K. Suder
30c; Mrs. H. Wert, $2; Bro. and Sr. M. W.
Mishler $2; Bro. Amos Sheets $1; Jay Sherk
$1; Sr., Mich., $1; D. S. Wenger, $2; Aunt
Fannie Stauffer, $2; Mrs. Dan Wagner, $5;
Mrs. Clarence-Herr, $5; A. H. Doner $1;
Sr. Byerly $5; Women's Miss. Circle, $3;
Arthur and M. Heisey, $3; Testaments, Sr.
Harman, A brother and Mriel Adam. Spent
for Bibles $9.55. Balance $25.75.
Offerings
S. S., Ramona, Kans., $4; Souderton S.
S. $20.13; Menno Brubaker $2ffi Fairview
S. S., $18.20; Pleasant Hill S. S., $48 sent
by Bro. Ephriam Brenneman; Jay Sherk $2;
Miss. Prayer Circle, Upland $10; Valley
Chapel S. S., $10.73; Sr. Byerly $15; Jno.
A. Stoner $5. Total $135.06.
Expense, December—Sunday School Supplies $15.69, grocerie and gas $19.57; Farm
Supplies $12.50, Nov. Deficit $36.47. Total
$84.23. Balance $50.83.
January Balance, $50.83. D. A. Myers,
$8.50, In His name $5. Total $64.33.
Expense—Feed $8.12, repairs and misclaneous $11.42, groceries and supplies,
$26.63. Total $46.17. Balance $18.16.
Yours and the Master's Servants,
Denny E. and Marie Jennings.

Our old Chevrolet is again at Bethel. It
seemed sort of like one of the family home
again for it has been used so faithful in
God's service to the camp and to the different appointments but we fear it must still
rest a little longer. You see receitly it
came to a dead stop in front of a garage
and had to remain there until new parts
were put in and now it is to rest until a
new license may be obtained. We are eager
to use it again to get back to the camp with
testaments and a message to those eager
hungry souls. A Christmas message was
sent to them on pencils and Testaments are
here ready for those that had asked and
for more that may ask, so we expect as soon
as possible to again get to them with these
good things provided by the Saints. We
wish especially to thank one and all for offerings large or small that have helped to
spread the Gospel so much here in the last
few weeks. We appreciate much the help
of the Church in this and surely the seed
sown through those who have provided the
means will bring forth that which will bring
joy to your souls and that of the Master.
We also feel greatly obligated to Souderton Sunday School, because through their
help we are enabled this year to give our
Sunday School children most all a paper apiece, or at least two of different kinds in
a home. As a rule quarterlies enough
for them all to have opportunity to learn
the lessons, something hitherto we have
been unable to do. As a rule the members
of our Sunday School have no more means
to help support it than we do so it has been
meargerly supported as far as the financial side is, but we are glad for the attendance and felt sure God would take care of
the rest and He has so we are glad to always encourage the "whosoever" to come
for it is "free" and the literature is free
and though offerings are acceptable from
the children we try to make them understand they are to enjoy coming without any
thought of having to pay. This part of the
universe is not as productive as parts we
ourselves have labored in so we can sympathize with our laity and those of this community more than others who live in a more
productive land.
We also feel indebted to the Sewing Circles. Bethel Sewing Circle, Kansas have
kindly helped us out, and the Aid Society,
Auburn, Ind., gave bedding which helped

HOLLOWELL MEETINGS
The Brethren in Christ of Ringgold Dist,
held a revival meeting at Hollowell Church
beginning on Christmas eve and ending
January 8. The first week Bro. Albert
Engle was with us and the second week
Bro. A. W. Climenhaga had charge and the
result was twenty-eight precious souls came
to the altar for prayer and for help, mostly
young folks, S. S. scholars and a couple of
sisters wanted help. We are now having
a few requests for church membership.
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May the Lord get them all into a Church
as soon as they are truly converted and may
he keep them by his power is our prayer.
May God's richest blessing also remain upon Bros. Engle and Climenhaga. Pray for
us that we may be able to always keep some
good spiritual food where these young
folks can easily reach it?
H. C. Shank.

we could not see many souls rescued for the
Master. But we believe He is faithful that
promised.
Financial Report for October, November
and December
Receipts
Balance on hand October 1, 1927
$ .16
A sister, Dayton, Ohio
5.00
Elizabeth Thuma, Pleasant Hill, Ohio 5.00
Ohmer U. Herr, Englewood, Ohio
5.00
Leighton Mann, Clayton, Ohio
5.00
Ethel Hoover, Pleasant Hill, Ohio.... 5.00
Sr. W. F. Allison, Columbia, Kentucky 3.00
Wm. Ballou, Columbia, Ky
2.00
Sr. May Conover, Roy, Ky
2.00
Sr. Wm. Ballou, Columbia, Ky
1.00
Pleasant Hill Sunday School, Ohio.... 40.00
Bethel Sunday School, Kansas
19.59
Paul Bechtel's Sunday School Class
(Volunteers)
20.00
Locke Sunday School, Indiana
10.00
Missionary Prayer Circle of Upland
Calif
10.00
Woman's Bible Class of Lancaster,
Penna
1.00
Lancaster Sunday School, Penna
10.70
Pequea Sunday School, Penna
26.13
Manor Sunday School, Penna.
15.25
Ella Gish, Harrisburg, Pa
2.00

of his children.
While the saints had been holding on to
God before the meetings began in behalf
of souls, yet as the services continued we
felt the need more keenly of real intercessary prayer. So a day was set apart for
special prayer and fasting and the Lord
met with us in a very precious way, and our
hearts were made to rejoice as we saw
souls bow at the altar of prayer at nearly
every service following at both the afternoon prayer meetings and also the evening
services.
We surely praise the Lord for the privilege of having Bro. Eyster with us during
these services.
For his practical, definite teaching, also
for one who in much love "hews straight to
the line."
May the blessing of God rest upon our
brother as he goes forth to labor in other
places.
Your sister in Christ,
Myrtle Hill.

REPORT OF THE KENTUCKY WORK
Garlin, Ky., Jan. 12, 1928
Greeting our dear readers in the precious
name of Jesus.
It is with grateful hearts that we report
the Lord's gracious presence with us during the past three months. In various ways
we have been made conscious of this, but
the way we appreciate above all is the inner consciousness that we are where He
wants us.
Circumstances have been such that we
have not thought it advisable to have any
series of special meetings during this
quarter. We have had good attendance at
each of our four places of regular meetings.
Some have manifested special interest in
their soul's welfare. We see evidences that
the Lord is really working in hearts.
It seems to take so much to move hearts
away from this world toward God these
days. We need to be faithful in prayer lest
some who might be saved slip through our
fingers and be lost. We know that some of
our readers know the real value of prayer.
Herein lies, not the easiest, but the most
effective and fruitful kind of service for the
Master. Some who start out to serve the
Lord fail to go all the way, and turning
back prove themselves "unworthy of the
Kingdom."
However those who go through unanimously testify that it pays. It does one
good to hear such testimonies. Some lambs
of the flock of the Lord among whom we
work seem to be in good courage. Pray
that we may do our part to properly shepherd them.
We are now entering into the season when
the roads here are very bad and this is a
handicap to our getting around, but we take
pleasure in doing what we can in pointing
people to the Saviour. Without Jesus life
is not worth the living; with Him it is a
privilege to have a life to live.
We are glad to report that the Lord has
been faithful in so bountifully supply our
temporal needs. Surely God's people have
nobly responded to the need. We want to
thank our friends, God's children and the
Lord, Himself for being so mindful of us.
We hope that these showers of temporal
blessings are a forecast of the spiritual
showers for which we are praying. We
pray that the Lord will give us very fruitful tent meetings this summer. Our hearts
would be sadly disappointed, though we
.might receive many temporal blessings, if

Total receipts

$187.83
Expenditures
Table account (less $4.10 re'd for pork
sold)
$13.20
License for Chevrolet automobile
13:47
Gas, oil, repairs, etc., for car
21.08
Fuel account
11.73
Miscellaneous account
4.43
Total expenditures
•.
$ 63.81
Balance on hand, Jan. 1, 1928
$123.92
Donations of produce, etc., were received
from the following: Captola Allison, Mrs.
D. O. Pelley, Daniel Engle, I. C. Engle, May
Conover, Wm. Ballou and wife, Mary Barger, Felix Reynolds and wife, Richard Alexander, Mrs. James Pelley, D. F. Kipe, E.
H. Hess, M. O. Stevenson, P. Dunbar, Pearl
Stevens, W. F. Allison gave a hog weighing about 140 lb. (dressed.)
Through the kind liberality of home folks
we were given the privilege of a visit to
Ohio and Pennsylvania, which was a great
blessing to us. We appreciate renewing
fellowship with so many Christian friends
of the same faith.
May the Lord richly bless all who have
made this report possible.
Your brother and sister,
In the Master's service,
Albert and Margie Engle.
REPORT FROM MERRILL, MICH.
On November 29th we began a series of
revival meetings, continuing three weeks,
conducted by Bish. D. R. Eyster of Okla.
Our hearts are much encouraged, for our
God so wonderfully answered the prayers

A TESTIMONY
Now, dear readers of the Visitor, to the
glory of God and for the benefit of others,
I will try to give a little of my Pilgrim life.
I was convicted sorely because of my sins
when in my teens but I only reformed and
was baptized and then I was shown that I
had no foundation for there was no light
or joy. My mother said that she was so
happy, so all was swept away that I had
done. The Lord told me to tell my folks
that I was not right. Often He talked to
me, but I obliged the devil, still I tryed to
be a Christian but the Lord paid no attention to me and I fell into my former sins
again, then the devil said I sinned against
the Holy Ghost, no hope for you. Then he
put on the mercy of God and put me to
sleep, then I was a hypocrite. When the
civil war broke out I began to get serious,
I was at a loss but the Lord had His eye
on me and gently led me to the light, so I
got a little hope for myself then I promised the Lord that I would obey and serve
him as long as I live by His help, and I
surely meant it and I repented of my sins
and the Lord let heaven into my soul. Oh,
it was wonderful to me, then I was ready to
be baptized which I did and received the gift
of the Holy Ghost. Well, this was blessed
but it was not very long till I began little
by little to drop. I did not pray near as
much as I should have and did not feel so
good and then I often did not testify. It
often makes me feel so sad, now this I say
to warn others, especially new beginners,
do not trust only when you feel good, but
trust always and pray, pray on don't stop,
go on to victory and if it is day and night,
pray on. Oh, I do wonder at God's great
patience and wonderful love in sparing me,
being so fruitless, till I got old and then

Continued on page 10
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Messiah Orphanage,
Florin, Pa., Clarence Herr,
Steward, and Mrs. Clarence Herr, Matron.
Jabbok Orphanage, Thomas Okla.
Mt. Carmel Home, Morrison, 111., in charge of Sr.
Katie Bollinger, and John DeHaan and wife.

MARRIAGES
MILLER-PIERCE
• On October 24th, 1927 ,there occurred the
marriage of Bro. Dolbert Miller and Sr. Lela
Pierce, both of Des Moines, Iowa. Elder S.
W. Landis of Des Moines, Iowa, officiated.
May God richly bless this union.

Orphanages

CALVERT-TWEED
On Tuesday, January 10, 1928, Mr. Frank
Calvert and Miss Jennie Tweed both of Paddockwood were united in wedlock at the
home of the bride. The marriage ceremony
being performed by Eld. R. S. Climenhaga.

OBITUARIES

NEWTON-SMITH
On December 17, 1927, there occurred,
at the home of the bridegroom, the marriage of Thomas Newton to Ivy Blanche
Smith both of Paddockwood, Sask.
Mr. Newton called for a Gospel service
at his home, at the close of which the
ceremony was conducted by Eld. R. S.
Climenhaga.
KINLEY-CLIMENHAGA
On Thursday, December 29, 1927, Mr.
Elwyn D. Kinley of Kindersley, Sask., and
Alice Irene Climenhaga of Delisle, Sask.,
were united in marriage at the home of the
bride. Th father of the bride Eld. R. S.
Climenhaga solemnized the marriage.

Old Peoples' Home
Messiah Home, in charge of Bro, Myron and Sister
Adda Taylor, 1175 Bailey St., Harrisburg, Pa.
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HERSHEY Elizabeth E. Hershey
daughter of the late Noah . and Barbara
L. Hershey was born near Maytown, Lancaster Co., Pa., November 10, 1874; died in
Shanghai, China, December 15, 1927, age
53 years, 1 month and 5 days.
At the age of eleven years she gave her
heart to Christ. Later she consecrated her
life to His service.
She was engaged in christian work in
Oklahoma City and afterward entered the
missionary training home at Tabor, Iowa.
At the age of thirty years, she responded
to a call to China where she labored faithfully for 18 years in the province of Kiaug
si under the China Inland Mission.
During the recent uprising in China the
missionaries in the interior were advised to

Eld. and Mrs. J. A. Climenhaga, Eld. and Mrs. H.
H. Brubaker, Matopo Mission, Bulawayo, S. Rhodesia, So. Africa.
Eld. and Mrs. W. O. Winger, Miss Sadie Book, Miss
Mary Heisey, Miss Anna Engle, Miss Annie Winger,
Mtshabezi Mission, Private Bag, Bulawayo, S.
Rhodesia, South Africa.
Bishop and Mrs. H. P. Steigerwald, Eld. R. H. Mann,
Wanezi Mission, Private Bag, Filabusi, S. Rhodesia, S. Africa.
Eld. H. J. Frey, Miss Beulah Musser, Miss Martha
Kauffman, Macha Mission, Choma, N. Rhodesia, S.
Africa.
Elder and Mrs. L. B. Steckley, Sikalongo Mission,
Choma, N. Rhodesia- S. Africa.

India
Saharsa, B. & N. W. Ry., District Bhagalpur, India,
Rev. A. D. M. Dick, Mrs. A. D. M. Dick, Mrs. Katie
B Smith, Miss A. M. Steckley, Miss Ruth E. Byer.
Supaul, B. & N. W. Ry., District Bhagalpur, India,
Rev. G. E. Paulus, Mrs. G. E. Paulus, Miss M. E.
Rohrer.

Home on Furlough
Mrs. H. J. Frey, 649 First Ave., Upland, Cat,
Elder and Mrs. Myron Taylor, 1176 Bailey St.,
Harrisburg, Pa.
Mrs. Sallie K. Doner, 117 Cherry St., Palmyra. Pa.
Mrs. Naomi Lady, 106 East 8th St., Abilene, Kans.
Elder and Mrs. J. L. Myers, Greencastle, Pa.
Miss B. E. Gayman, c. o. Clarence Musser, Chambersburgfi Pa., R. 2.

Treasurers of the Different Boards
Executive Board—Amos Wolgemuth, Mt. Joy, Pa.
Foreign Mission Board—Graybill Wolgemuth, Mt.
Joy. Pa.
D. W. Heise, Gormley, Ontario, Canadian Treasurer.
Home Mission—Abner Martin, Elizabethtown. Pa.
Albert Reigle, Ridgeway, Ont., Canadian Treasurer.
Church Extension—Jacob Ginder, Manheim, Pa.
Beneficiary and Poor—D. R. Eyster, Thomas. Okla.
Publication Board—I). H. Wenger, Shippensburg, Pa.
Sunday School Board—Wm. Page. Detroit, Kansas.
Tract Committee—Chas. Engle, Sandusky, Mich., R. 4

move to the coast of Shanghai. While at
this place her health failed and after a brief
illness peacefully passed to her eternal
home.
The remaining brothers and sisters left
to mourn their loss are Reuben E.; Mrs. Jno.
Musser and Fannie E. of Upland, Cal.; Mrs.
L. A. Swanson of South Africa (now home
on furlough) and Noah E. of Tyssa, Oregon.
The following poem was sent by Mr. Taylor the Superintendent of the Mission in
which sister Hersey labored.
For Thee
When I am dying how glad I shall be
That the lamp of my life has been blazed
out for thee,
I shall not mind in whatever gave,
Labor or money one sinner to save,
I shall not mind that the way has been
rough
That thy dear feet led the way was enough
When I am dying how glad I shall be
That the lamp of my life has been blazed
out for thee.
BERT—Peter H. Bert was born in Franklin County, Pa., near Chambersburg, June
7, 1852. He was converted at the age of
eighteen years and united with the Brethren in Christ church ,in which he had been
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a consistent and upright member all his life.
In 1876 he was married to Hannah Engle.
To this union were born six children: John,
Enos, Abram, Abbie, Marjorie, and Tena,
two of whom have peceeded him to the
better world—John, an infant dying in 1877,
and Abram, who died Oct. 18, 1918.
Besides his wife and four children, fifteen grandchildren, three brothers and
three sisters remain to mourn the passing
from their midst—one who in word and action breathed the Christian spirit of kindness and sympathy, and whose mild and
gentle life will always remain a blessed
memory to the bereaved ones.
During his sickness the same spirit of
patience and resignation prevailed. This
is shown by the words he occasionally uttered: "O, Lord, I am Thine. Doubt is taken away. Where there is faith there can
be no doubt. The Holy Spirit overshadows
me. I am ready to go anytime."
In the presence of those who had anxiously watched and cared for him during his
sickness, the end came peacefully, January
23, 1928, at the age of 75 years, 7 months,
and 16 days.
Funeral services were held at the Bethel
Church, January 26, conducted by Rev. G.
Whisler, Elder M. G. Engle and Rev. Wm.
Page. Text: Rev. 21:3-4. Interment in the
adjoining cemetery.

the church, even since the partial loss of
his speech a few years ago his attempt to
glorify God always lent inspiration to the
service. During the last few weeks of his
life he was present at the revival meeting
then in progress whenever it was possible,
and always wanted to stay with seeking
souls until the glory fell. During these
meetings he had the joy of seeing one of his
sons saved and one sanctified.
Funeral services were conducted at the
Highland Church, by Bish. M. L. Dohner of
Ashland, Ohio, assisted by the home brethren. Text: Psa. 73:23, 24. Interment in
the Highland cemetery.

S. W. Landis. Interment at Pine Hill cemetery, Des Moines, Iowa.

HERSHEY —John E. Hershey, son of
Joseph and Barbara Hershey, was born
May 9th, 1841, in Dauphin Co., Pa., and
quietly departed this life to be with his
Lord January 26, 1928, aged 86 years, 8
months and 17 days. He was the fifth
child of a family of thirteen of which only
Mrs. Emma Brinser of Hummelstown, Pa.,
survives.
December 22, 1864, he was united in marriage with Lydia Kreider of Lebanon, Pa.,
with whom he was permitted to journey
only eight years until the death angel called
her home. To this union were born four
children of which only one remains, Mrs.
Edward Engle of West Milton, Ohio.
On November 2, 1873, he was married to
Hettie E. Huntsberger to which union God
has blessed with seven children, J. Esta of
Bellfountain, Ohio; Mrs. Mary Hoover,
Pleasant Hill; Mrs. I. H. Gramm of near
Troy, O.; Mrs. Edwin Lewis of near West
Milton; David of near Troy; Levi and Marley of near Pleasant Hill; also thirty-eight
grandchildren and ten great grandchildren
and one half sister.
Soon after his second marriage he was
converted and united with the Brethren in
Christ Church of which he was a faithful
member until claimed by death, always taking active part in the service of the Lord,
as he saw opportunity. It was his delight
to lead the old songs of the Gospel used in
his earlier Christian life. Late in his life
he sought and obtained the blessing of holiness and was one of the happy fathers in

CASSEL—Matilda (Wismer) Cassel was
born April 13, 1870, in Huron Co., Ont., and
died January 4, 1928, aged 57 years, 8
months and 22 days.
She was united in marriage with Oliver
D. Cassel March 19, 1902. To this union
were born six children, four boys and two
girls. One son preceded her to the Spirit
world. She is survived by her husband
Oliver D. Cassel of Perston; Harvey, Ida
and Anne at home; Percy and Kenneth of
Markham Dist. Also four sisters, two brothers and father, Mr. Jacob Wismer, Arlington, Wash. Mrs. Nancy Schmiedendorf of
Preston, Mrs. Moses Snyder of Kitchener,
Miss Hannah Wismer, Wardsville, Mrs.
George Winger, Wardsville, Mr. Abraham
Wismer Breslan, father, Mr. Daniel Wismer, Old People's Home, Kitchner, Ont.
She was converted and joined with the
Brethren in Christ church at the age of 20,
and lived a consistent Christian life from
that time until death.
She was highly respected by all who knew
her for her quiet disposition, and her willingness to help in time of need. She will
be greatly missed by relatives, friends and
neighbors. Her death was due to cancer.
She has suffered for about three years from
this disease, but bore it all patiently. She
seemed fairly well New Year's morning
and was up for breakfast, but almost immediately after took worse and stayed in
bed until Wednesday evening the Lord called her home to her reward.
Funeral services were held from her late
residence, 440 Middl St., Preston, Ont., to
Hagey's Church for service and interment.
Bish. Bert Sherk held the service at the
church and Bish. Clayton F. Derstive Mennonite Minister at the grave side.
HIGGENS—Bro. Amos C. Higgens was
born in Maine, October 28, 1848, and departed this life November 29, 1927, at Des
Moines, Iowa, aged 79 years, 1 month and
1 day.
He was a faithful member of the Brethren
in Christ Church for the last twenty-five
years.
Funeral services at Harback's funeral
home, Des Moines, Iowa, conducted by Eld.

WOLGEMUTH—Bro. Eli B. Wolgemuth
of Mt. Joy, Lancaster Co., Pa., was born
January 26, 1863, died January 11, 1928,
aged 64 years, 11 months and 15 days. His
sickness was of a short duration. While
going down steps with hot water he fell
scalding himself seriously. It is believed
that he had a stroke or an attack of vertigo
which may have caused his fall. He was
taken to the Lancaster St. Joseph's Hospital
at once, where he died the next day. He
was a member of the Brethren in Christ
church. Bro. Wolgemuth met with many
oppositions in life, but we believe that he
was faithful to his Lord and Master and
was greatly interested in charitable work,
helping to lighten the burden of those who
were in need.
He is survived by his wife, two sons, Jacob and Menno of Elizabethtown and ten
step children.
Funeral services were held in the Mt.
Pleasant church, conducted by Bish. H. B.
Hoffer; Eld. H. 0. Musser and Bish. Hiram
Kaylor of the Church of the Brethren. Text:
Prov. 27:1. Interment in the adjoining
cemetery.
HILT—Sister Fanny, wife of Bro. George
Hilt of Elizabethtown, Lancaster Co., Pa.,
was born April 25, 1864, died January 10,
1928, age 64 years, 3 months and 15 days.
She was a member of the Brethren in
Christ church. She leaves to mourn her
loss her husband and two sons, Daniel of
Elizabethtown and Harry of Mt. Joy.
Funeral services were held in the Brethren in Christ church in Elizabethtown, conducted by Elds. H. O. Musser and C. H.
Moyer. Text: II Tim. 4:7. Interment in
the Conoy cemetery.
IN MEMORIAM
In loving remembrance of my dear husband Paul H. Shenk who departed this life
one year ago, Feb. 5th, 1927, also my
grandmother Walters who died November
17th, 1927.
Just a thought of sweet remembrance
Just a memory fond and true,
Just a token of affection,
And a heartache still for you,
Just a sigh for the olden moments,
Just a smile of love anew,
Just a tear in silence falling,
And a yearning just for you.
It is sad the ones we cherished,
Should be taken from our home,
But the joys that do not perish,
Live in memory alone,
All the years we've spent together
All the happy golden hours
Shall be cherished in remembrance,
Fragrance sweets from memory's flowers.
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Earth has lost its look of gladness,
Heaven seems to us more bright,
Since the spirit of our dear ones
Took their happy, homeward flight,
And we long to cross that river,
Long to rest upon that shore,
There to see, and know, and love them
With the Savior, evermore.
Sr. Mabel W. Shenk, Florin, Pa.

At the age of twelve and one-half years
I accepted the Lord as my Savior. I did not
get as big a change and experience as many
but can say, "I received that first love." I
thought everyone ought to live for Jesus
and was earnest in doing right.
I choose rather to suffer affliction with
the people of God, than to enjoy the pleasure of sin for a season, yet as I went on I
saw that others were enjoying such a close
walk with the Lord and had such a bright
evidence that they were saved of God. Because I did not have such a big experience
I doubted that I was really saved of God.
I got in earnest about it. So I concecrated
my life, my all to him. I thought I would
be willing to live in a shack and have the
approval of God on my soul. I would do
anything he would ask of me. Even my
own good works I had to die out too. Everything I held to seemed to burn away.
My own righteousness became as filthy rags
in his sight. As I was getting to the end
the Lord graciously manifested himself—
gave me the evidence that He saved me by
His grace, and such a power I received it
surely was real! The Lord won a great victory for me. I thought I must tell with a
trumpet, that it is not our works, but it is
faith in the atoning blood of Christ.

ed with the Holy Ghost. One Saturday
night there were four generations at the
altar. The grandmother being around
eighty years old.
On the 18th of December there were six
baptized. While the weather was cold they
did not mind it. One sister said when she
came up out of the water she felt so warm
that she could went right back into the
water again. There are others that are
counting the cost.
Our attendance is good. Often our room
is about full. If our attendance keeps on
increasing we will have to enlarge our
room. We praise God for the way He is
working.
Financial Report for October, November
and December
A sister $5.00; A brother $3.00; Henry
Kreider, $5.00; A sister $5.00; Bro. and Sr.
Bailey, $7.00; Bro. R. Henry, $5.00.
Other donations by the following: D. M.
Nissley, beef; Jesse Miller, 1 sack flour;
Abram Brandt, 1 quilt.
We praise God for the way He has been
caring for us and may the Lord richly bless
the ones who have helped both by their
means and their prayers.
We ask an interest in the prayers of God's
children.
Your brother and sister in Christ Jesus,
Herman G and Laura Miller.

CARVER—Adam Carver was born July 30,
1857, died November 26, 1927, age 70 years,
3 months and 26 days. His first marriage
was to Josephine McDonald who' died February 27, 1907. To this union were born five
children who are living except Fanny Mable
who died in infancy.
On December 25th, 1908 Bro. Carver was
married to Anna Swalm who mourns the
loss of a faithful husband.
Early in life he accepted the Lord and
united with'the Brethren in Christ church
of which he was a faithful member until
death.
Funeral services were held November 29,
at the church near Stevensville conducted
by Bishop Bert Sherk assisted by Eld. Jesse
Winger and Eld. A. E. Riegle. Interment in
Ridgeway cemetery.

Continued from page 7
wakened me up than I asked Him for something to do and He got me at writing letters
and to talk to people about salvation.
Well, what a wonderful Saviour is Jesus
my Lord. I am now nearly ninety years
of age and am busy in God's service. I
see that my time is short, so I must push
on. Our pastor has chosen me to help pray
for the members of our church one by one,
this I do in bed early every morning, often
long before day. We will give the glory to
Jesus, and dwell in His wonderful love. Oh,
it is a blessed work, the Lord is so nigh,
He also puts a glorious praise in my heart.
Glory to God. After the revival we started a special praying meeting on Friday evenings. This is a great help to keep life
and to help others into the kingdom.
Yours in God's service for souls
and God's glory,
Jacob E. Haldeman,
Hope, Kans.
TESTIMONY
Greeting in Jesus name, I will drop a few
lines of praise for our Redeemer. I praise
Him because He became flesh and dwelt upon earth. He became as one of us, and he
can be touched with the feeling of our infirmities.
What a wonderful High Priest we have!
I praise him for interceding for His children. We as God's children have an opposer but our advocate will plead our case
before God.

"For by grace are we saved through faith
and that not of ourselves, it is the gift of
God, not of works lest any man should
boast." I Eph. 2:8, 9. I would say to the
young, do not be discouraged, but walk in
all the light you have, and as you feel the
need of consecrating. Consecrate your life
to the Lord, it is the only life worth living.
I have escaped many a snare of the devil,
by coming in my young years. Farther on
the way grows brighter.
Yours in Christian love,
Mrs. Walter N. Heisey,
Elizabethtown, Pt.
ALTOONA MISSION REPORT
They that trust in the Lord shall be as
Mount Zion which cannot be removed but
abideth for ever. As the mountains are
round about Jerusalem so the Lord is round
about his people from henceforth even forever. Psalm 125:1-2.
We again come with another three months
report to the readers of the Visitor. We
truly are glad for the love and mercy that
the Lord has bestowed on us and praise
God for He is good for His mercy endureth
forever. Praise His holy name. We are
glad to say that the Lord is still convicting
sinners of the error of their way and saving them and leading believers out into a
deeper experience.
We had a revival meeting the beginning
of October and during our revival and up to
this time there has been some twenty at
the altar for Salvation, besides the ones
that were out for to be sanctified and fill-

A TRIP TO THE MIDNIGHT MISSION
The Gospel Team of Beulah College eagerly looks forward to the second Friday of
each month. This is the time of our regular appointment at the Midnight Mission in
Los Angeles. The hour of the appointment
is from 9:30 to 12:00 p. m.
The Team met at the school promptly at
7:00 p. m. January 13 and after a season of
prayer we started on the trip. A dense fog
hung over the valley and made drivingsomewhat difficult for a while, but this finally lifted and we arrived saftey at the Mission. The workers are seated on the platform in the front of the hall so we took outplaces accordingly.
The hall seats about three hundred. The
chairs are usually all taken by men who
seek food and shelter here night after night.
As the evening goes on and the midnight
approaches standing room even becomes
scarce for the men gather to await the midnight meal and free bed they will get at
the close of the service.
At 9:30 our leader took the meeting, opening it with a few congregational songs
and prayer. The service consisted of personal testimonies, congregational songs,
special -music and a message followed by a
plea for all who would to accept Christ as
their personal Savior. Several hands were
raised for prayer. But, oh, how our hearts
ached and burned within us when we looked into so many faces hardened and scarred
by sin and saw them reject the offer and
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mercy of salvation. On the other hand as
we see the change in the faces of those who
have been saved in the Midnight Mission
and are now giving their lives in the work
there, we rejoice.
About 12:00 p. m. supper was announced
and the men filed out to the dining room.
The workers are always invited to go along
so we followed and took our places at a
table reserved for visitors. After thanks
had been offered we partook of the meal
which consisted of vegetable soup, stewed
turnips, hash, sandwiches, hot bread pudding and coffee.
Brother Tom (who is a very busy man),
the founder of the Mission came around
shortly before we started home and gave
us a friendly greeting and a hearty handshake and a God bless you.
As we left the Mission we felt it had been
a rare privilege of ours to minister the
Bread of Life to those who frequent this
place. We realized the truth of the prophet
in Isaiah 55:11, "So shall my word be that
goeth forth out of my mouth; it shall not
return unto me void, but it shall accomplish
that which I please ,and it shall prosper in
the thing whereto I sent it."
—Helen W. Gish.

Kans. We will miss them in our midst.
May God care for them on their way, and
use them to his glory in the church to which
they are going.
—J. H. Byer, Cor.
Brother, Sister, are we doing all we can
to lighten another's burden? Remember
"Inasmuch as ye have done it unto one of
the least of these, ye have done it unto me."
May God help us to gladly sacrifice,
that's where the real blessing comes in.
"Here I give my all to thee, Friends and
time and earthly store." The last is not
least, that is where a great many church
members lack consecration, they give up
all that does not interfere with their own
ambitions and selfish desires. God wants
all or nothing. Which is He getting from
you?
Now in case you are honest hearted, but
don't know where you can make some one
happy, if you have a quantity of the Lord's
money out of circulation, you best get down
and ask Him where you can deposit it. The
Lord tells me there's a plug in the channel somewhere. Now, I'm not saying just
where, God knows, and you know.
A Messenger.

UPLAND, CALIFORNIA

I BELIEVE GOD.

Then I told him best as I could: "Trust
and obey, for there's no other way to be
happy in Jesus, but to trust and obey." Now,
he just obeyed and he has preached several
sermons and is called to tell the colored
people about Salvation.
It's just lik this, "Not enough people pray
right." They make pretty rose-like words
and some cry and groan and beg. I used to
do both ways until Jesus showed me how
to believe. Now I just ask Him and go
about my work wraiting for the answer to
arrive or come to pass. One thing I've
been pray for six years—makes me feel
good to watch God work it out. I sing
thanksgiving and praises and tell how he
answers prayer—not boasting, but to give
Him the glory.
If your father always gave you what you
asked for, wouldn't you tell people what a
good father you had ?
Now, the other day I went to visit some
strangers and when we got to talking we
found we belong to the same family. This
poor woman had ten children and a husband
to look after. But she said she just cast
them over on Jesus and went about her
work.
It was in a gloomy, dark house, but we
prayed and I felt as good as if I was in
the king's court. Well, after all King Jesus was there.
After all there is oceans of sadness in
the world and poor, sick, hungry children.
Many fathers don't have any work and poor
mothers have to struggle to keep form worrying.
I'm glad "My father is rich in houses and
lands. He holdeth the wealth of the world
in His hands." Not one little, dirty child
is forgotten by Him. He knows His business. "He also knows yours!"

Late at prayer meeting—Are we among
those who come in late, or even after first
prayers, without an excuse that God will
accept ? Or do we so love God and His service, that we so delight in the prayer meeting that it must be a weighty reason that
retards, or keeps us at home? How is it?
Loss of first love—We had a sermon last
Sunday eve, on the above subject, taken
from Rev. 2:4. Our hearts were stirred to
a search, lest we, after having many good
qualities as the church at Ephesus had,
should incur God's displeasure by losing
our FIRST LOVE. It is so easy to do this
without scarcely noticing it. We are worse
than powerless without this first essential.
"Is anything horrible enough to arouse
parents"—Do you know this title to an article? Look in the Visitor of January 2,
and give it a careful reading. How can we
be indifferent as to where our young people attend school? We may well practice
self-denial, and put forth strenuous efforts
to place them under wholesome influences.
Our own schools need our hearty support.
A certain mother said "she would rather
take in washing than to see them lose out."
Members leave us—About January 17, by
auto Henry and Orpha Ledy and their young
son and daughter, and Verne and Neva Zook
and small son, who have lived among us a
number of years, and also Jesse and Ruth
Hoover and two sons, who have visited us
for several months will journey to Abilene,

Saint's Home
Glory Ave.
Yes, I believe God! One just must not
look at circumstances. Why, I was just
thinking God never gets my prayers mixed
with somebody elses. When I prayed for
shoes, He didn't send a pair that just fit
sister, or Mary. No, sir! I knew just soon
as the box arrived there's a pair of shoes in
there for me. Why? 'Cause I asked Him.
He says, "Ask and ye shall receive."
PLEASANT HILL, OHIO
One day, not far gone, we were washing,
and it rained hard. Now we needed fresh
The revival meetings began at this place
clean clothes, so I looked up to Jesus and
on
Sunday morning, December 25th, with
told Him just how 'twas. Then I just kept
singing soft-like, "He sends the sunshine Eld. D. W. Brehm of Hummelstown, Pa.,
and the rain' 'and "Showers of Blessing." as evangelist. Bro. Brehm came to us fillNow, do you know, wasn't any time 'till it ed with the Spirit, bringing forth heartstopped raining right off—the sun didn't searching and soul-stirring messages.
The Holy Spirit was in the services conshine, but a nice little wind stirred up and
the clothes dried and was all fresh and victing precious souls of their needs, there
being seekers at the altar the second evclean.
ening of the meetings who received definite
Makes me feel so little-like nothing when
help.
God answers my prayers—but it just puts
We are glad to say that we know "God
something in my heart that feels like water running through a sieve. That may still answers prayer to-day, in the same oldsound funny to folks that go to school and fashioned way, if we truly pray." It is
read outer books, but God answers prayers truly wonderful what the Lord has done.
Quite a number of children and young peofor educated folks too.
ple were saved, sanctified and some reThere was a boy, a nice boy, just like my claimed.
Jim, that was converted about in a tent
The climax of the meetings was reached
meeting. He got happy and his face was
on the last Monday evening when twenty
bright with Jesus shining out. He asked
some souls were found at the altar, crying
me if he could always feel like this. If
to God to supply their needs, among them
he has to settle down in a rut like old
being a middle-aged man who had lived in
church members sometimes do, or if he
has to get starchy like educated folks.
Continued on page 15
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Foreign Missionary Department
Edited by H. Frances Davidson, Grantham, Pa.
BIBLE

CONFERENCE MISSIONARY NOTES

The last day of the Bible Conference at Grantham was devoted to
missionary messages, and some soulstirring messages was the result.
Some of these will be reported in later numbers of the Visitor so that only
a brief summary will be given in this
article.
The first speaker was Sr. Sallie
Doner on "Joyful Service in Aferica''
In this she gave an interesting picture
of the work and what it meant to
her, its needs, and the joy she experienced in carrying out the Great
Commission even though at times it
meant going through hard places.
The second speaker Sr. Taylor
made us realize some of the "Joys
of a Surrendered Life" in its relation to serice on the mission field.
Her article is reported elsewhere in
this issue.
Perhaps the outstanding address of
the day was that of Bro. Charles
Eshelman on "Missions." This was
a burning message from the heart
freighted with weighty thoughts,
and challenge to our young people to
step into the breach and push the
battle on both at home and abroad.
In the afternoon after a talk by
Sr. Davidson on "Preparation for
Service," Bro. John Nigh gave a very
interestiing talk on "Mission Work
in Canada" and what the Brethern
are doing along that line in that section of the Brotherhood. The work
being done among the Indians there
was especially appealing.
The meeting closed with an appeal
from Bishop C. N. Hostetter. It was
an able and intelligent statement of
the needs along this line. One could
see that he himself had caught the
vision and was able to pass it on to
others so that hearts were stirred. At
the close a number of young people
presented themselves for the work of
the Lord—twenty-four in number,

and others are seriously considering
the matter. Praise God!
MTSHABEZI MISSION
This being the time for the yearly
Levefeast in the Sizezi District, it
was decidid that the writer take this
opportunity to say farewell to the
people in those parts.
Bro. Winger, several natives, and
myself arrived at the school Friday
evening. The teacher and his family
gave us a hearty welcome as usual;
and, after exchanging greetings, we
lost no time in getting our camp, bed,
and blankets in their respective places because of the threatening aspect
of the weather.
Shortly after dark, the people from
the three nearby villages came to the
church for prayers; but by the time
we had finished, it was so dark that
we could hardly see our hand before
our face. It does not give one a pleasant feeling to be out on such a night;
and especially when we remember
that snakes are very bad this time of
year. Saturday dawned as cool and
cloudy as the day before, and we wondered if the people from the five surrounding schools would come.
The examination meeting opened
with a rather small number from
three schools, and two schools were
not represented at all. The applicants having been accepted, we walked some distance to the river where
thirteen followed their Lord into the
watery grave. Among them were
married women whose husbands are
not Christians, and therefore need
your earnest prayers; young girls
whose pathway beset with many and
subtle temptations because of their
heathen parents and unbelieving and
hypocritical suitors; two young men
and one boy. The last mentioned was
the son of Mlobeki, the teacher, and
as a promising youth of about fourteen years. Who will pray him
through the important and critical
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teen years into maturity—a full
grown man of God ?
It is very touching when the smallest member of the party stepped into
the flowing stream and came out with
as bright a countenance as one could
wish to see. Her heathen father, who
long ago heard the Gospel, has recently died so she stays with a Christian brother. One sister is the wife of
one of our most faithful teachers; another spent a number of years at the
Mission; another sister is here at
present. All of them are members of
the church. Her lot is indeed cast
in pleasant places; but nevertheless, she is only beginning what may
be a long useful life in the Lord's
service if you will not cease to pray
for her. Her name is Ntombazana
Dhlodhlo.
By Sunday morning the number increased to over one hundred, but sad
to say, only half of them partook of
the Lord's Supper. Still the fellowship was sweet, and we praise the
Lord for the privilege of remembering the our dear Saviour's death and
sufferings with a few from among
these people who have been redeemed
by that precious blood that cleanses
from all sin. Praise His dear Name!
Can you dear ones understand me
when I say that the most touching
and soul-thrilling part of the services was the receiving back into the
church one for whose return we have
often prayed? Some of you have
learned to know and love Matshuba
Ndhlovu, and now know the joy of
answered prayer in his behalf. God's
grace and power have indeed made a
new creature of him. His aged mother, as well as his wife, is so happy,
but says her joy will not be complete
until she sees him back in definite,
active service for the Lord. Who will
pray that he may be kept humble and
empty of self and be ready to serve
as God chooses?
We bade them all farewell with a
sad, yet joyful, heart, arriving home
about eleven o'clock Monday morning.
There being a similar meeting at
another school the following week,
it was decided that I go there also.
This was my first trip to the Shokey

I
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school, and had not even met the teacher and his wife previously. Their
kraal is some distance from the
church so that we did not see a great
deal of them outside of the services.
This was a joint meeting also, but
the five adjoining schools were very
poorly represented. Only one of the
two applicants was accepted, the
young man being refused because he
still drinks mbeka, which is a mild
form of beer. We were glad to see
even one more added to the church;
if this young woman is faithful, her
life may influence many others
for God.
Sr. Engle was with us at this place
and three native Christians from Mtshabezi. Still there were olny about
twenty members. No, we dare not
despise the day of small things on
the mission field.
Our hearts were saddened because
two sisters could not keep the ordinances with us because of having
yielded to the tempter in various
things. My heart yearned for the one
especially whose husband used to
teach at that place. To-day he is
making the way hard and is hindering the work at that place. He needs
your earnest prayers. The teacher
and his faithful wife keenly realize
the great needs of the work and their
tremendous responsibility.
With
tearful eyes they requested special
prayer for themselves and thir little flock. Some of the backsliders admitted that they can no longer find
real joy and contentment in the
things of the world, but they are
bound by Satan,—yes with chains
stronger than any human strength.
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the same, very little or no lasting
good will result from that vision. The
needy one regardless of the nature of
that need, will continue the same or
rather grow worse; but what about
the one who has seen that vision,
faint and blurred though it may be?
Can that picture ever be wholly
erased from memory's walls? No,
never! ! It is to God that each individual is responsible, but what about
the one who might have been saved
had you responded whole-heartedly
to every vision you have had of missionary work and its needs?
Yours for Africa,
Naomi Lady
Sr. Lady writes that Bro. and Sr.
Myers and herself with their families
expect to sail from Capetown on January 12 for home by way of England.
She adds, "We will appreciate a
special interest in the prayers of the
saints as we cross the deep."
THE END OF THE WAY
The story of a Medical Call
by
One of our Missionaries in India
Continued
Near a large mangoe tree the cart
suddenly swerved to one side in an
alarming manner, giving all its passangers a sudden jerk. The driver
looked back at the tree with a subdued, half-frightened chuckle and
said, "The devil—the devil he lives
in that tree, and had it been a bit
darker, he would have simply turned
this cart upside down and there
would have been no preventing it at
all. Whether oxen, horses of elephants, everything shies at this particular tree."

Oh, beloved, will you whose hearts
are yearning for Africa's lost and
straying ones, but are unable to come
in person, now let God use you to
It was well to offer this apology
bring about a genuine revival at this —well for the reckless driver, but as
out-school? True, it will cost you the missionary viewed it the devil in
something, but what has it cost the the tree was less to blame than the
Saviour to redeem you?
man himself who had his eyes otherWe returned home on Sunday even- where than on his driving. But to
ing with a new vision of the needs. farther seal his explanation of the
It is through the mediums of the eye bullocks behaviour, he later pointed
and ear that one person's need is out a dark clump of bamboos by the
made known to another, but unless wayside, saying, "Do you see those
the heart is touched and responds to bamboos, well, the devil used to live
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in them to such an extent that travellers simply had to give up this road
because he molested them so much."
But making sure that his bullocks
were behaving well and he had them
well under control, he added, " but
he has left there now and gone off
some place else. The devil does that
way, you know, he goes about."
Even Indian patience knows an
end and the Christian Worker stirred uneasily, "How much father is
it to the village?" Well, can you
see that grove ahead?" the dark outline of trees could be faintly seen beyond it. "Behold what a great distance you have brot us." the disconsolate preacher remarks with a
sigh. "Oh no, not so far to us, but it
seems far to you."
Another long interval and the village is reached at last. The cart
bumps along between a row of low
dimly lit shops, coming to halt in
front of one of them. The Christian
man informs the Missionary in a low
tone, "there is the ware house to
which we have come." "Warehouse,
indeed," quiried the Missionary, "I
thot the servant who came to call me
said his master lived in a mansion?"
Just a bit more of the colorful description the three men had given
faded from view.
A stout, well dressed, Mohammedan gentlmen leisurely walked toward the cart as the Missionary stiffly scrambled down. He extended a
rather commonplace greeting and offered her a chair under a tree. For
the first time since dark the Missionary had an opportunity to consult her watch there in the dim lantern light. She was surpried to find
it was only seven o'clock. A draught
from the canteen was enjoyed, and
adressing the host she said, "Your
wife must have been very ill, indeed,
to warrant calling me out at night
over this long tiresome road." "Yes,
she is ill, come in, you may see her."
A hot supper and a comfortable
bed would have been more enjoyable
but the Missionary was taken in
to see the sick woman instead of being given opportunity to avail herself of any comforts. It was an or-
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dinary room with mud floors and
dingie walls into which she was
taken. Two beds and a few cooking
vessels were the main furnishings,
with perhaps the addition of a chair
or two. A chunk of wood smouldered
upon the open floor, falling the room
with smoke. A neighbor woman and
after children squatted upon the
floor or walked about in the room,
while on a rope bed near the center
of the room lay the "master's" young
wife. She was able to be up and
move about in the room but had been
arranged upon the bed in anticipation of the Misionary's visit. Upon
examination nothing could be found
to justify the long night journey tho
the patient was in need of help.
Her husband explained that "she is
subject to hysteria, she swoons away
and often remains unconcious for
hours." It was a joy to tell there and
then of one who had power to heal
the body aand bring peace to the soul.
A friendly conversation insued, "I
saw you one time when ycu went to
visit the a sick woman in a wealthy
Mohammedan home," said the man,
"it was some years ago; and when
my wife took ill I remembered you
and that is the reason I have called
you now." I am placing my wife's
case fully in your hands and want you
to do all you can for her." The conversation finally drifted onto roads
and the man said "you came by the
longest road, there is a shorter and
a much better one by which you
should have come." "But I came by
the road your servant brought me.
Your servant fed me much deception
and told many untruths concerning
the journey here." The man gave an
amused smile and perhaps determined
to reward his servant a bit more
handsomely because of this particular
tact.

By the way the man looked and
spoke it might be thought that he
owned a thousand motor cars, "Yes,
certainly, certainly, I will send you
back by motor in plenty of time to
catch the noon train."
The patient had been forgotten for
the moment but when their attention was again drawn toward her,
there she lay in one of her swoons.
"Now, you can see, this is the way
she does, and when I am not here to
do anything for her she remains in
this condition for hours."
The Missionary discovered a few
points which made her doubt the genuineness of the swoon. "Now, I will
show you how to bring her back to
conciousness very quickly," said the
Missionary, "you just elevate the foot
of her cot several feet and send for
some cold water for me." When the
water was dashed unexpectedly into
her face the woman jerked but continued in her swoon with closed eyes.
But with the administration of a few
sharp slaps in the face they flew open
and every sign of the swoon disappeai*ed. Wishing to make sure that a
second swoon would not demand another long journey from her, the Missionary warned the husband thus,
"Now, you see how quickly she recovered from this spell, if she ever gets
another of them you simply do as I
have done and you will find that she
will not have so many of them."

last year. Formerly there was nothing but grass hut here." The Missionary was thankful that her visit
did not occur in the grass hut age,
anyway.
The evening meal, prepared by the
Mohammedan man's servant soon arrived. It was served partly on a tray
covered with a dirty cloth and partly
in the kettle in which it was cooked.
There was a bowl of dahl or pulrse
gravy, a plate of curried meat, a bowl
of hot milk, and a kettle of poorly
cooked rice. Not having been pre-viously warned the cook had added
suffient chillies to suit the Indian
taste a few mouthfuls only, sent the
Missionary into spasms of hiccoughs.
As a last resort she took up the bowl
of milk, but with a special prayer
for the Father's protection, knowing
of the danger which might lurk therein. Having had nothing but sandwiches and water since ten-thirty
A. M., and a nine mile bullcart ride
inbetween, a good substantial supper would have been appreciated by
the Missionary, but having made the
best of what was set before her, our
lady of the long rough road turned
her attentions toward preparation
for bed. The bed was less enviting
than the dinner, with its closely
woven tape and nothing but a sheet to
serve as mattress. The host did give
an old dirty rug, which may have
been the best he had but which she
choose to secretly discard. He also
offered a pillow but she was thankful
she could say she was supplied. Securing the only door of the room, she
knelt in deep thankfulness to God
that all was as well as it was, and
then lay wearily down upon the hard
bed.

"I have been told that you own a
motor car and this being the case I request that you take me back over the
short good road in your car tomor, row in time to get the noon train
home as I am a very busy person
and my time counts for much, also
the long journey by cart is too difficult to expect me to take again."

It was almost nine o'clock when
the nearby travellers bungalo was
sought out in anticipation of a good
meal and a comfortable nights rest.
The bungalo which was supposed to
afford every comfort according to the
men's report, consisted of but two
small rooms and a narrow verandah.
One of these was completely devoid
of furniture, while the other boasted
of an old rough table, and two cot
beds without springs or matresses, as
its sole furniture. A chair was
brought in later from somewhere.
"What, are there no mattresses for
the beds and no other pieces of furniture?" asked the Missionary of the
old care taker.
"No, said he, this is all, but this
is far better than there was here

To Be Continued
Nothing earthly will make me give
up my work in despair.—David Livingstone.
The great hindrances to the evangelization of the world are those within the Church.—John R. Mott.
The bigger the work, the greater
the joy in doing it.—Henry M. Stanley.
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REPORT OF FOREIGN MISSION
TREASURY JANUARY
Balance in Gen. Fund Jan. 1
$1292.70
Markham Dist, Gormley Cong., Can.
5.00
Markham Dist., Gormley L. W. S.,
Can
15.00
Waterloo Dist, Roseb'k Cong., L. C.
20.00
A Sister, Michigan
12.00
Carland Cong., Michigan
26.00
Birthday Gifts Bethel S. S., Merrill,
Michigan
16.13
Mrs. Roscoe Royer, Dallas Center
Iowa ...,
'.
18.00
D. A. Meyers, Springfield, O.,
25.00
Alice Cassel, Dayton, 0
50.00
Fairview S. E., 0
36.54
D. and E. Wagner, Dayton, 0
10.00
Union S. S., Garret, Ind
50.00
In His Name, Avilla, Ind
25.00
D. H. Kreider, E. Moline, 111
5.00
Mrs. Delila Kreider, Shanon, 111
15.00
Mrs. John Albright, Shannon, 111.....
2.00
Alma Bollinger, Detroit, Kans
5.00
A. J. Snively, Hope, Kans
30.00
Mrs. Sarah Heise, Hamlin, Kans
15.00
An interested Bro., Detroit, Kans
50.00
Hebron Cong., Kans
33.00
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Derrick, Detroit,
Kans
28.00
J. E. Smith, Leedy, Okla
25.00
A. N. Longenecker, Harrisb'g, Pa...
25.00
A Sister, Cleona, Pa.
5.00
Fairland S. S., Pa
50.00
Rapho Dist., Pa
228.25
Manor-Pequea Dist., Pa
60.00
Pequea S. S., Birthday offerings, Pa.
18.29
Mrs. W. L. Kreider, Palmyra, Pa
25.00
Wm. L. Kreider, Palmyra, Pa
25.00
Mowersville S. S., Pa
29.49
Sr. Lizzie Mumma, Salunga, Pa
1.00
A Sister, Elizabethtown, Pa
5.00
Morrison Cove Dist., Pa
30.00
Stella Emenheiser, Rheems, Pa
1.00
Gratersford S. S., Pa
40.22
Busy Bee Band of Mechanicsb'g, Pa.
26.00
N. Franklin Dist., Pa
101.00
In His Name, E. Petersburg, Pa
3.00
Montgomery S. S., Franklin Co., Pa.
25.57
Mechanicsburg S. S., Pa.
64.33
Carlisle S. S., Pa
51.00
Katie Heisey, Mechanicsburg, Pa
4.00
Bank Int
28.37
Total

$2555.89
Expenditures
India (emergency) from Gen. Fund $ 500.00
India (Propogation) from individdals
220.00
India orphans and widows from
Individuals
85.00
Total expenditures
$ 805.00
Bajance in Gen. Fund Feb. 1
$1750.89
Graybill Wolgemuth, Treas.

The world has many religions; it
has but one Gospel.—George Owen.
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Continued from page 11
sin for quite a number of years and found
the joy of sins forgiven.
Some of the middle aged people also received the experience of entire sanctification.
May the Lord keep all who received definite help true to Himself.
The revival meetings closed on Tuesday
evening, January 10th.
Our prayer is that God will keep Bro.
Brehm true and faithful to God and precious souls.
Elizabeth Thuma, Cor.
WAUKENA, CALIFORNIA
On the last day of the old year and the
first of the new, the brethren of the little
Waukena church held their semi-annual
love feast. The class here is quite small,
but it was increased, at this time, by several
who came from other places to participate
in the feast. Bro. Burkholder and Bro.
Franklin from Upland and Mr. Broyles
from Santa Cruz expounded the Word unto us. It was a season of refreshing from
the presence of the Lord and of blessed fellowship with the Saints. The commerative
service of our Lord's suffering and death
was especially blessed to our souls as we
looked backward to Calvary and forward to
that glorious event, of our Christ coming
for his bride, which we believe is so very
near, even at the door. Bro. Burkholder remained with us during the following week
and labored in evangelistic effort which was
a time of much encouragement to believers
as our brother brought out of the storehouse of God things both new and old and
we believe a larger fruitage will yet appear in the salvation of some. We appreciated the labors of our brother. God bless
His faithful ministers everywhere. May we
all be diligent in our Master's business,
praying, giving and going as the Holy
Spirit directs, then in that Day we may all
come bringing our sheaves with us.
P. S. Our correspondent, Sr. Lillian Bristol, being sick and under quarantine, I have
written this little notice for her.
Yours for the salvation of souls,
Edna Wagaman.
UPLAND, CALIFORNIA
Our Early Sunday Morning Prayer Meeting—God graciously meets us at the dawning of the day as we leave our good beds
and homes, and come to the prayer room in
the church. Our hearts are melted before
God, and joy in Him and fellowship with
each other fills every heart. Next Sunday
a. m. we expect to pray for our foreign missionary work.
Sunday School Teacher Training—Quite
recently a large class has been formed under
the leadership of Eld. B. M. Books. To be

well versed in God's Word and also to know
how to teach it to a class, as well as being
able to meet the problems that confront
teachers especially of the teen age, is something every prospective teacher should avail
themselves of.
"Why I Take the Visitor" — Sister McTaggarts article under the above heading in
the January 15 number, was very timely and
to the point. The Visitor ought to go into
at least every family of our church regularly. It is becoming more interesting each
number and I am sure will keep on being a
blessing if every one does their part. I
would suggest that we read the Visitor and
the Bible, instead of reading so many secular papers of the day that are filled with
news of all kinds of crime and sin. In thus
doing we protect ourselves and our children,
and we get food that will keep us filled with
the Spirit and separate from the world.
TESTIMONY
To the Visitor family greeting you all in
the worthy name of Jesus. I have felt for
some time to write a few lines as I always
enjoy reading the testimony of others. I
praise the Lord for calling me when quite
young into His service, and all along the
way I find that our happiness depends on
our obedience. I thank the Lord for the
love in my heart for spiritual things. I am
glad that I do not envy my brother or sister that can tell of greater experiences
than I. It makes me feel like pressing on
the upward way. I do love to meet with the
brethren and sisters, I think it is encouraging, but for the last year I have been afflicted in body and have been to service but
a few times, but I am glad the Lord can
speak to us at home. Many times as my
sisters have gone to church and mother
who is confined to her bed the past eighteen
months and I are alone the Lord blesses
me and I think of the scripture that says
whatsoever ye do do it as unto the Lord.
In writing these few lines I felt especially
to ask the prayers of all those who know
the value of prayer for mother and I in behalf of our bodies that the Lord's will may
be done. I hope these few lines may encourage someone.
Yours in love,
Mary C. Lehman,
Chambersburg, Pa.

All the world is my parish.- -John
Wesley.
I see no business in life but the
work of Christ.—Henry Martin.
Fear God and work hard. -David
Livingstone.
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THE UNCHANGING

ONE

The travler, Humbolt, gives an interesting account of the first earthquake he witnessed. It was at Lumana, South America. The first shock
came after a strange stillness. It
caused an earthquake in his mind,
for it overthrew in a moment all his
life-long notions about safety on the
earth. He could no longer trust the
soil, which, up to that day, had felt
firm under his feet. He had only one
thought—universal, boundless destruction. Even the crocodiles ran
from the river Orinoco, howling into the woods; the dogs and pigs were
powerless with fear. The whole city
seemed the "heart of destruction."
The houses could not shelter, for they
were falling in ruins. He turned
to the trees, but they were reeling
like drunken men. He then looked
toward the sea. Lo, it had fled; and
the ships which a few moments before were in deep water, were rocking on the bare sand. Then at wits'
end he looked up and observed that

VISITOR
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Heaven alone w a s calm and unshaken.
Many s t r a n g e things a r e yet t o
come upon the earth—earthquakes,
overturning, upheaving—but amid
them all, as t h e Bible tells us, t h e
Christian shall look up t o t h e Heavenly One, "Jesus Christ t h e same yesterday, a n d today a n d forever," and
to H i s heavenly home, which cannot
be moved.—Sel.
^ThlnBiofe Paper
1400 Pages

We can do it if we will.—The Men
of t h e Haystack.
I cannot, I dare not, go up t o judgm e n t till I have done t h e utmost God
enables me to do to diffuse His glory
t h r o u g h t h e world.—Dr. A. Grant.
I am in t h e best of services for t h e
best of Masters and upon t h e best of
terms.—John Williams.
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